Thrombolytic treatment (alteplase; rt-PA) in acute massive pulmonary embolism and cardiopulmonary arrest

Abstract: Patients with pulmonary thromboembolism (PE) often decompensate suddenly, and once hemodynamic compromise has developed, mortality is extremely high. Currently, thrombolytic therapy for PE is still controversial. We retrospectively evaluated 34 patients with PE between January 2010 and December 2013 in the Department of Pulmonary Medicine, Medical Park Samsun Hospital, Samsun, Turkey. The demographic and disease characteristics of patients who received thrombolytic treatment were retrospectively analyzed. The female to male ratio was 19/15 and the mean age was 63.1±13.2 years. PE diagnosis was made using echocardiography (64.7%) or contrast-enhanced thorax computed tomography with echocardiography (32.4%). Twenty-two (64.7%) patients went into the cardiopulmonary arrest due to massive PE and 17 (50%) patients recovered without sequelae. Eleven (32.4%) patients were diagnosed with massive PE during cardiopulmonary arrest with clinical and echocardiographic findings. Alteplase (recombinant tissue plasminogen activator [rt-PA]) was administered during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and four (36.3%) patients responded and survived without sequelae. The complications of rt-PA treatment were hemorrhage in five (14.7%) patients and allergic reactions in two (5.9%) patients. There was no mortality due to rt-PA treatment complications. In conclusion, mortality due to massive PE is much more than estimated and alteplase can be used safely in patients with massive PE. This thrombolytic treatment was not associated with any fatal hemorrhage complication. If there is any sign of acute PE, echocardiography should be used during cardiopulmonary arrest/ instability. Alteplase should be given to patients with suspected massive PE.
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Introduction

Pulmonary embolism (PE) is a common disorder and an important cause of morbidity and mortality. PE occurs in approximately 650,000 patients annually in the US, of whom approximately 300,000 die.1–3 PE often arise from thrombus originating in the deep venous system of the lower extremities or pelvis. A blood clot dislodges and is swept into the pulmonary circulation and lodges in a pulmonary artery. If the clot is large enough to obstruct large vessels in the lung, it can cause hemodynamic instability, along with right ventricular (RV) failure, and possibly death. However, 5%–10% of patients with PE have an unstable hemodynamic status and go into shock, and have an almost 60% higher mortality rate compared with patients without these characteristics.4,5 Currently, thrombolytic therapy for PE is still controversial. Only patients with acute massive PE (ie, those at the highest risk of immediate death) are eligible for fibrinolytic therapy if no contraindications are present. There are not enough data on recombinant
tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA; alteplase) in patients with massive PE. We aimed to evaluate the results of massive PE and thrombolytic treatment in patients with hemodynamic instability due to massive PE.

**Patients and methods**

We retrospectively evaluated patients with PE between January 2010 and December 2013 in the Department of Pulmonary Medicine, Medical Park Samsun Hospital, Samsun, Turkey. The demographic and disease characteristics of patients who received thrombolytic treatment were retrospectively analyzed. The diagnosis of PE and patient selection for thrombolytic treatment were decided on using the following criteria: 1) patients >17 years with onset of symptoms suggestive of acute massive PE; 2) massive PE defined as acute PE with sustained hypotension (systolic blood pressure <90 mmHg for at least 15 minutes or requiring inotropic support, not due to a cause other than PE, such as arrhythmia, hypovolemia, sepsis, or left ventricular [LV] dysfunction), pulselessness, or persistent profound bradycardia (heart rate <40 bpm with signs or symptoms of shock). In addition, acute RV dilation, hypokinesis, and acute pulmonary arterial hypertension with paradoxal movement of the interventricular septum on echocardiography were added as criteria for thrombolytic treatment in patients with hemodynamic instability and/or cardiopulmonary arrest; and 3) PE is confirmed with contrast-enhanced thorax computed tomography (CT) in appropriate patients.

**Treatment plan**

The rt-PA (Actilyse®; Boehringer Ingelheim, Ingelheim, Germany) is administered as a 10 mg bolus via central line and 90 mg continuous infusion over 2 hours. All of the patients were monitored for measurements of heart rate; systolic, diastolic, and mean systemic blood pressures; and oxygen saturation with a pulse oximeter.

The study was performed in accordance with the ethical principles in the Good Clinical Practice (GCP) guidelines, applicable local regulatory requirements, and the protocol was approved by local ethics review boards. All the patients read the patient information form about the study procedure and written informed consent was obtained.

**Results**

A total of 34 patients were diagnosed and treated with rt-PA because of massive PE. The characteristics of the patients and treatment results are presented in Table 1. The female to male ratio was 19/15 and the mean age was 63.1±13.2 years. PE diagnosis was made using echocardiography (64.7%) or contrast-enhanced thorax CT with echocardiography (32.4%) (Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4). Twenty-two (64.7%) patients went into cardiopulmonary arrest due to massive PE and 17 (50%) of total patients recovered without sequelae. The most common finding was tachycardia in all patients with massive PE. Eleven (32.4%) of patients were diagnosed with massive PE during cardiopulmonary arrest with clinical and echocardiographic findings. rt-PA was administered during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and four (36.3%) patients responded and survived without sequelae. The complications of rt-PA treatment were hemorrhage in five (14.7%) patients and allergic reactions in two (5.9%) patients. There was no mortality due to any complication of the rt-PA treatment.

**Discussion**

PE ranges in severity from acute massive PE to acute pulmonary infarction to acute embolism without infarction to multiple emboli. Only patients with acute massive PE (ie, those at the highest risk of immediate death) are eligible for fibrinolytic therapy if no contraindications are present. In the International Cooperative Pulmonary Embolism
Registry (ICOPER) of 2,454 consecutive patients from seven countries, 4.2% had massive PE. In the US, approximately 150,000 patients per year are diagnosed with acute PE, resulting in thousands of recognized deaths annually from massive PE. Many additional deaths occur each year in the US as a result of undiagnosed massive PE that is mistaken for acute myocardial infarction or ventricular arrhythmia.5–7

The most experience with thrombolytic agents in PE is with streptokinase and urokinase, which are first-generation plasminogen activators. Tissue-type plasminogen activator (t-PA) is a second-generation thrombolytic agent that has high affinity for fibrin and is activated by fibrin. Alteplase was the first rt-PA and is identical to native t-PA. In vivo, t-PA is synthesized and made available by cells of the vascular endothelium. It is the physiologic thrombolytic agent responsible for most of the body’s natural efforts to prevent excessive thrombus propagation. In 1986, Goldhaber et al reported that 2–6 hours of rt-PA was effective in achieving angiographically proven clot lysis in acute PE.8
If available, a bedside transthoracic echocardiogram should be obtained as soon as diagnosis of massive PE is suspected. When we suspect massive PE in hemodynamically unstable patients, we perform an echocardiography as the first diagnostic tool. The echocardiogram is not only useful for substantiating the diagnosis by confirming RV dysfunction and dilatation but can also exclude diagnoses that may mimic PE such as aortic dissection, pericardial tamponade, or acute myocardial infarction. We performed the echocardiography in 23 (64.7%) patients as a diagnostic tool, of which 11 (32.4%) of them were in cardiopulmonary arrest. The echocardiogram can also diagnose complications of PE such as right heart thrombi or even show thrombus protruding into the left atrium via a patent foramen ovale or atrial septal defect. In patients with poor image quality of the RV or in those who undergo CPR, transesophageal echocardiography may be used. In patients who can be stabilized with fluids, pressors, or mechanical ventilation, a contrast-enhanced chest CT will demonstrate filling defects in the main or lobar pulmonary arteries, as well as RV enlargement on the reconstructed CT four-chamber view. Although systemic fibrinolysis is not worth the risk in all patients with acute PE, it is recommended as standard, first-line treatment in patients with massive PE. The preferred fibrinolytic agent is alteplase as a 100 mg continuous 2-hour infusion, as in our patients. In an overview of the five randomized controlled trials that included patients with massive PE, fibrinolysis reduced the risk of death or recurrent PE by 55%. Active CPR is clearly not a contraindication for thrombolytic therapy. Studies that aim to identify causal factors in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest show that 50%–70% of cases are attributable to either massive PE or acute myocardial infarction. Although cardiac arrest initiated by intra-coronary thrombosis in situ is different from the mechanisms associated with PE, thrombolysis has proved to be an effective treatment strategy for both these diseases. Recent clinical case reports and small case series have suggested that thrombolysis during cardiac arrest can contribute to hemodynamic stability and is associated with improvements in long-term survival and functional recovery, as seen in our four (36.3%) patients. In an overview of eleven randomized controlled trials of fibrinolysis versus heparin among 748 unselected PE patients, major bleeding complications occurred in 9.1% of fibrinolysis-treated and 6.1% of heparin-treated patients. Major bleeding also occurs more often in patients with massive rather than non-massive PE, both with fibrinolysis plus heparin and with heparin alone. In an overview of the five randomized controlled trials that included patients with massive PE, fibrinolysis doubled the risk of major bleeding: 22% of fibrinolysis versus 12% of heparin patients (6,18). We noted the complications of rt-PA treatment were hemorrhage in 5 (14.7%) patients and allergic reactions in 2 (5.9%) patients. There was no mortality due to complication of rt-PA treatment.

Ruiz-Bailén et al described the outcomes using thrombolysis during CPR of patients in cardiorespiratory arrest (CA) caused by fulminant PE (FPE). rt-PA was administered during usual CPR maneuvers when there was a strong suspicion of FPE, as in our patients. Four of the six patients survived and remain symptom free. The thrombolysis was not associated with any fatal complications. They concluded that early thrombolysis during CPR maneuvers for CA apparently caused by an FPE may reduce the mortality rate among these patients. Also, we noted that the most common finding was intractable tachycardia in all patients with massive PE. We suggested that the bradycardia and intractable tachycardia with systemic hypotension should be included in the criteria of thrombolytic treatment in patients with massive PE.

In conclusion, mortality due to massive PE is much more than estimated and alteplase can be safely used in patients with massive PE. Thrombolytic treatment was not associated with any fatal hemorrhage complication. If there is any sign of acute PE, echocardiography should be used during cardiopulmonary arrest/instability, and alteplase should be given to patients with suspected massive PE.
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